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Abstract. Naive Bayes (NB) has been widely used in text classification tasks for its
simplicity and efficiency. However, its feature independence assumption limits its performance and the traditional TFIDF weighting method is not very ideal for its object
is the entire corpus and the traditional weighting methods only associate weights with
the final classification formula. For the above problems, we proposed a method named
deep weighting with information gain of features category and document for Naive Bayes
(IGDC-DWNB), which combines two-dimensional information gain of the features and
incorporates the weights into conditional probability for deep feature weighting. The experiments on the Chinese and English corpus show that our IGDC-DWNB obtains a
better performance than its competitors.
Keywords: Naive Bayes, Text classification, Feature weighting, Two-dimensional information gains

1. Introduction. With the development of the Internet, the increase of text information
and its diversification has token much attention on the task of text classification. Although
there are many algorithms for text classification, such as SVM, KNN and neural network,
Naive Bayes is ever better than other algorithms on simplicity and efficiency[1][2]. Naive
Bayes algorithm proposed a feature independence assumption based on Bayes theorem,
that is, assuming all the attributes are independent of each other and do not affect the
classification results, so Naive Bayes can be used for text multi-category tasks effectively.
The Naive Bayes algorithm is based on the assumption of conditional independence,
which represents all features obtaining identical weights. In fact, the importance of each
feature is different, that is, the values of the weights are different. Thus, several methods
were proposed to weaken the feature independence assumption. For example, [3] utilizes
differential evolution algorithms to define the feature weights. Zhang and Sheng use
gain ratio to compute the weight of feature, which mean feature with higher gain ratio
deserves a higher weight [4]. In [5], Lee proposed an approach named value weighting
method, which assign weights according to the value of feature. Li use chi-square score
to weighting [6]. Hall built a decision tree to weighting features, which associated with
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more other features be assigned lower weight [7]. There are also many feature selection
methods to improve the classifier [8, 9, 10, 11]. However, almost all the approaches only
incorporate the learned feature weights into the classification of the formula of Naive
Bayes [2].
In order to improve the performance of Naive Bayesian classifier, this paper concentrates
on the feature weighting methods and combines two-dimensional information gain of features, which are the information gain of category and the information gain of document,
we call it IGDC, and then we incorporate the IGDC into conditional probability of Naive
Bayes for deep feature weighting. The experimental results show that our method has
good performance not only in Chinese text classification but English text classification.
2. Naive Bayes Text Classification.
2.1. Naive Bayes classifier. The text classification problem belongs to discrete data
classification. There are usually two kinds of Bayesian models [12]: one is the Bernoulli
Naive Bayes (BNB)[13], which only considers whether the features appeared in the documents. The other is the multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB)[14], which focuses on the
number of frequencies of features in the documents. Through the experiment of [15],
it was found that the classification effect of multinomial model is better than Bernoulli
model. In this paper, the Bayesian model given in [14] is the multinomial model. The
idea of the algorithm is: calculate the prior probability of each category, then use Bayes’
theorem to calculate the posterior probabilities which are every feature belong to category.
By selecting the category with the maximum a posteriori (MAP) to decide categorize.
Assume the document category collection C = {C1 , C2 , ..Cj }, j = 1, 2, 3...V .In text
classification, the document Di = {t1 , t2 ....tm }, which is composed by m features.The
category of the maximum probability is the category that the document Di belongs to.
It can be described by the following equation:
P (Cj |Di ) =

P (Di |Cj )P (Cj )
P (Di )

(1)

where P (Cj ) is the probability of documents which belong to the category Cj ; P (Di |Cj )
is the probability of the documents Di in the condition that this document belongs to the
category Cj ; P (Di ) = P (t1 , t2 ...tm ) is the joint probability of all feature. It is obvious
that P (Di ) is a constant, the equation (1) can be converted into:
Cmap = max P (Cj |Di ) = max P (Cj )P (Di |Cj )
Cj ∈C

(2)

Cj ∈C

where Cm ap represents the final classification result.
According to Naive Bayes feature independence assumptionthe equation (2) can be
simplified as:
m
Y
Cmap = max P (Cj |Di ) = max P (Cj )P ({t1 , t2 ...tm }|Cj ) = max P (Cj )
P (tk |Cj ) (3)
Cj ∈C

Cj ∈C

Cj ∈C

k=1

where m is the number of features,tk (k = 1, 2, 3..m)is the kth feature word in the test
document Di the prior probability P (Cj ) and the conditional probability P (tk |Cj ) can be
estimated by (4) and (5)respectively:
Pn
δ(Ci , Cj ) + 1
P (Cj ) = i=1
(4)
n+V
Pn
T F δ(Ci , Cj ) + 1
Pn itk
P (tk |Cj ) = Pm i=1
(5)
k=1
i=1 T Fitk δ(Ci , Cj ) + m
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where n is the number of training documents, V is the number of classes, Ci is the class
label of the ith training document, T Fitk is the frequency count of word tk in the ith
training document, and δ(.)is a binary function, which is define as:

1 , x=y
δ(x, y) =
(6)
0 , x 6= y
2.2. TFIDF Feature Weighting. For naive Bayes algorithm does not consider the
impact of different features in the classification, the feature is usually weighting by Term
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) algorithm [16] . Term Frequency (TF)
is the frequency of a feature appears in a document, and Inverse Document Frequency
(IDF) is the ratio of the total number of documents to the number of documents that
a feature word appears. It means that the importance of a feature word proportion to
its frequency appears in the document directly, but proportional to its frequency in the
corpus inversely. The TF-IDF algorithm can be describe as :
N
IDFtk = lb(
+ 0.01)
(7)
ntk
T Ft × IDFtk
Wk = T Ftk × IDFtk = pPm k
2
k=1 T Ftk × IDFtk )

(8)

where IDFtk is the Inverse Document Frequency of tk , T Ftk is the frequency of feature
word tk , N is the total number of training documents, ntk is the number of documents
that the feature word tk appears in training documents. The ordinary feature weighting
Naive Bayes model is described as follows:
m
Y
(9)
Cmap = max P (Cj |Di ) = max P (Cj ) P (tk |Cj )Wk
Cj∈C

Cj∈C

k=1

In order to avoid the case of underflow, the final feature weighting model is:
m
X
Cmap = max P (Cj |Di ) = max [lnP (Cj ) +
lnP (tk |Cj ) × Wk × T Ftk ]
Cj∈C

Cj∈C

(10)

k=1

2.3. IGDC Feature Weighting. Due to TFIDF focuses on the entire corpus, it neglects
the influence of distribution of feature words in the category. Although TFIDF algorithm
can improve the accuracy of classification, the effect is not obvious. It has verified that
the information gain can be used to improve the classifier effectively [17][18]. This paper
concentrates on information gain. We define a new weighting calculation function: IGDC
function. As information gain is an index that describes the effect of a feature influence on
classification, which means a feature with higher information gain deserves a higher weight.
Therefore, this paper combines the information gain of the category and documents with
deep feature weighting.
Giving a training set, the two-dimensional information gain of feature in the training
set can be described as
IGDC(tk ) = IGD(tk ) × IGC(tk )

(11)

where IGDC(tk ) represents the two-dimensional information gain of the feature word,
IGD(tk ) represents the information gain of tk in the documents, IGC(tk ) represents the
information gain of tk in the category. They can be computed by the following equations
(12) (13):
IGC(tk ) = H(C) − H(C|tk )

(12)
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(13)

where H(C) is the entropy of category, H(C|tk ) is the conditional entropy of feature tk in
the category C and C= {C1 , C2 ...Cj } H(C|Dtk ) is the conditional entropy of the document
Dtk in the category. Dtk is the document that contain feature tk .The calculation methods
are defined as follows:
XV
H(C) = −
P (Cj ) × log2 P (Cj )
(14)
j=1

H(C|tk ) = −
H(C|Dtk ) = −

XV
j=1

XV
j=1

P (tk , Cj ) × log2 P (tk , Cj )

P (Dtk , Cj ) × log2 P (Dtk , Cj )

(15)
(16)

whereP (Cj ) is gave by equation (4)P (tk , Cj ) and P (Dtk , Cj )can be calculated by equations
(17),(18) respectively
P (tk , Cj ) = PV

tf (tk , Cj ) + L

j=1 tf (tk , Cj )+V × L

P (Dtk , Cj ) = PV

tf (Dtk , Cj ) + L

j=1 tf (Dtk , Cj )+V × L

(17)

(18)

where tf (tk , Cj ) is the frequency of the feature tk in the Cj , L is a smoothing factor. In
this paper, we take L=0.01, V is the number of classes. tf (Dtk , Cj ) is the number of
documents Dtk in the class Cj . After obtaining the two-dimensional information gain
of the feature IGDC(tk ), we define the weight Wk as:
Wk =

IGDC(tk ) − min[IGDC(tk )]
max[IGDC(tk )] − min[IGDC(tk )]

(19)

3. Deep feature Weighting for Naive Bayes. Although the traditional weighting
methods can improve the Naive Bayesian algorithm, the effect is still not ideal. The main
reason is that the traditional weighting methods only incorporate the weight into the final
classification formula, that is to say, the features are weighted only once, while they ignore
the impact of the weights on the conditional probability. Therefore, in this paper, weights
are incorporated not only into the final classification formula of Naive Bayes but also
into its conditional probability for ensuring being weighted again, we call this weighting
method deep feature weighting (DFW).
Deep feature weighting model:
m
X
Cmap = max P (Cj |Di ) = max [lnP (Cj ) +
lnP (tk |Cj , Wk ) × Wk × T Ftk ]
(20)
Cj∈C

Cj∈C

k=1

where Wk is the weight of feature tk , T Ftk is the frequency of feature tk in Cj , P (tk |Cj , Wk )
is the conditional probability with deep weighting, which is different from the existing
deep feature weighting methods in[1,2], this paper propose a new deep feature weighting
formula (21) to improve the performance:
Pn
Wk T Fitk δ(Ci , Cj ) + 1
P (tk |Cj , Wk ) = Pm Pni=1
(21)
k=1
i=1 T Fitk (Wk + 1)δ(Ci , Cj ) + m
where m is the number of feature words.
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The deep feature weighting for Naive Bayesian model is defined as DFWNB, and we
apply IGDC to the deep feature weighting Naive Bayesian model to obtain the IGDCDFWNB. The pseudocode of the classification process is as follows:
Algorithm: IGDC-DFWNB
Input: training set D = {D1 , D2 ...Di }, document Di = {t1 , t2 ...tk }
Output: document label
(1) For each feature word tk in training document Di :
Calculates IGDC for each feature word tk ;
(2) For each feature word tk in training document Di :
Calculate the weight Wk of feature words;
(3) For document Di from test set D:
Calculate the prior probability P (Cj );
Calculate the conditional probability P (tk |Cj , Wk )
Calculate posterior probability P (Cj |d);
(4) Return the label of the document d according to P (Cj |d).
4. Experiment and Results.
4.1. Experimental dataset and evaluating indicators. Datasets used in our experiment are shown in Table1:
Table 1. Dataset.
Dataset
20Newsgroup
Reuters21578
Sougou Lab corpus
Fudan University corpus

Documents classes
1200
6
900
6
600
6
600
6

Experiment selects six classes from those dataset and uses cross-validation method to
verify the algorithms performance. Then we select 40% as training sets and 60% as test
sets randomly. English text experimental data preprocess: remove punctuation, stop
words, numbers and some special symbols. For Chinese text data, we should use jieba
packet to do the word segmentation first and other steps are the same as English corpus.
The experiment uses F1 score, M P, M R and M F1 score to evaluate the performance
of classification algorithms and they are calculated as follows:
Precision:
TP
P =
(22)
TP + FP
Macro Precision:
1 XV
M P =
P
(23)
i=1
V
where V represents the number of categories.
Recall:
TP
R=
(24)
TP + FN
Macro Recall:
1 XV
M R=
R
(25)
i=1
V
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F1 score:
F1 =

2×P ×R
P +R

(26)

Macro F1 score:
2×M P ×M R
(27)
M P +M R
where TP is the number of positive instances which are predicted correctly, the FP is
the number of positive instances which are predicted incorrectly, the TN is the number
of negative instances which are predicted correctly, and the FN the number of negative
instances which are predicted incorrectly, the relationship can be shown in the Table 2:
M F1 =

Table 2. Parameters meaning.
True label
Pos
Neg

Predicted label
Pos

Neg

TP
TP

FN
TN

4.2. Experimental results. This paper uses four models for comparison, we choose
IGDC-DWNB, DFWNB, Rw,cFW, OFWNB respectively:
OFWNB: MNB model employing TFIDF ordinary feature weighting approach [1].
DFWNB: MNB model employing TFIDF deep feature weights approach [1].
Rw,c FWNB: MNB model employing chi-square ordinary feature weighting approach [6].
IGDC-DFWNB: MNB model employing our IGDC deep feature weighting approach in
this paper.
In order to reduce the complexity of space and the time of calculation, we use DF score
to select feature words[1], and repeat the experiment ten times then calculate the average
score to verify the performance of algorithms. The experimental results are shown in
Table 3:
Table 3. Macro score on different datasets.

Dataset

IGDC-DFWNB
MP

MR

Rw,c FWNB

DFWNB

OFWNB

M F1 M P M R M F1 M P M R M F1 M P M R M F1

20 newsgroup 0.933 0.918 0.926 0.909 0.861 0.884 0.907 0.870 0.888 0.898 0.837 0.867
Reuters21578 0.814 0.808 0.811 0.805 0.797 0.800 0.772 0.758 0.764 0.787 0.778 0.782
Sougou corpus 0.939 0.938 0.938 0.908 0.905 0.906 0.885 0.884 0.885 0.908 0.904 0.906
Fudan corpus 0.955 0.955 0.955 0.913 0.900 0.906 0.908 0.899 0.904 0.913 0.900 0.906
Average score 0.910 0.905 0.907 0.883 0.868 0.874 0.868 0.853 0.860 0.876 0.854 0.865

It can be seen from Table 3 that the IGDC-DWNB obtains the best performance on the
different datasets.The macro score of IGDC-DWMNB is much better than its competitors
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especially OFWNB.Compared to DFWNB and Rw,c FWNB, it can also increase 3% to 5%
on average.
Figure 1,2,3,4 shows that the performance of each algorithm in every categories:

(a) Classification on 20 newsgroup.

(b) Classification on Reuters21578.

Figure 1. Experimental results on English Text Classification.

(a) Classification on Fudan Corpus.

(b) Classification on Sougou Lab Corpus.

Figure 2. Experimental results on Chinese Text Classification.
From Fig.1,the F1 score of IGDC-DWMNB is better than other algorithms for English
text classification expecially on Windows and Hardware.DFWNB and OFWNB not only
cannot classify hardware well but their results are uneven.In contrast, IGDC-DFWNB
obtains a stable results which show that the algorithm is more robust in multi-classification
tasks.In Fig.2, for Chinese text classification, IGDC-DWNB also obtains best F1 score,
while there is no obvious gap between DFWNB and OFWNB.Compared with Rw,c FWNB,
our algorithm is 5% averagely higher on Fudan corpus dataset and 3% averagely higher
on Sougou corpus dataset.
5. Conclusion. In this paper, a method of deep feature weighting with information gain
of features category and document for Naive Bayes (IGDC-DFWNB) is proposed, which
combines the information gain of features documents and categories with deep feature
weighting. Applying our approach to different dataset and comparing with the traditional
TFIDF deep feature weighting and TFIDF ordinary feature weighting, the performance of
IGDC-DFWNB is much superior to the traditional methods. For future work, we will use
a more effective feature selection algorithm and feature weighting algorithm to improve
the classification.
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